
Sunlight SL4 eLED®

The high intensity SL4 eLED® dive light is ideal 
for minimizing weight for travel due to its high
brightness, small size and long burn time.

For years, the SL4 has been the benchmark light for sport and commercial
divers. Now, the SL4 eLED® is the next generation with LED technology
making it perfect for tropical reef divers, underwater photographers with
spotting lights, commercial diver's helmet lights or packing it on an 
expedition. Its high brightness to size ratio makes it ideal for light 
weight travel.

Underwater, you can stow it out of the way in your BC pocket for when you
go over the wall or peer deep under a ledge. As a back-up, the SL4 provides
plenty of illumination to finish your dive. The eLED® circuitry provides 
relatively constant brightness throughout most of the life of the batteries.
As the batteries are nearly depleted the brightness of the LED falls sharply,
but does not go out as happens with classical filament lamps. This 
brightness will persist for several days. Valuable for emergency situations.

The SL4 eLED® operates more efficiently and produces more light when it
is cool. Underwater, the SL4 eLED® burns brighter for almost half of the
battery life, due to the unique way that heat is conducted away from the
LED. The higher brightness consumes a little more power and slightly
reduces the battery life.

SL4 eLED®is the brightest in its class and designed to last. The high impact
ABS case, rubber protected bezel, solid aluminum reflector and 
unbreakable LED light source are just a few examples of what makes the
SL4 eLED® the best choice in its class.

Specifications
113 lumens (max.)

3-5 Watt High Intensity LED

10-12 Peak Hours

ABS, Polycarbonate

4 C Alkaline

6.2 x 1.5 x 1.7  Inches

500 Feet Waterproof

Brightness

Lamp

Burn Time

Materials

Battery

Size

Test Depth
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Model Numbers & Part Numbers

80101 SL4 eLED® Yellow
80102 SL4 eLED® Blue
80103 SL4 eLED® Lime
80104 SL4 eLED® Black
80105 SL4 eLED® Fluorescent Yellow

tough ABS  o-ring
sealed case will not

corrode, dent or leak

includes
nylon wrist lanyard
with rubber sleeve

and adjustable lock

rotating
on/off switch

impact resistant
rubber-sheathed bezel

incredibly bright high intensity
white LED in a prefocused vacuum
metalized aluminum reflector

SL4 eLED®

High intensity eLED® dive light
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